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BAC KRntiNrJ IN 1:fl MAT ION

WHAT IS A CYCLE?

A cycle is a complete set of events or pho omena occurring in the s_n- sequence.

WHAT ARE ECOLOGICAL CYCLES?

These are circular patterns of event whureby natu al mterjals are ci -ulated

repeatedls through the envim ment.

WHICH CYCLES ARE USEFUL FOR A BEGINNING STUDY?

Three cycles that are essential to maintaining an ecosystem are cycl s of three

necessary materials for animal life: water, oxygen and nutrients.

WHAT IS THE WATER CYCLE?

The water cycle of evaporation and condensation constantly cycles t same

water throughout the environment.

WHAT IS THE OXYGEN CYCLE?

The oxygen--carbon dioxide cycle shows the inter-dependence of plants and

animals. Animals breathe in oxygen and breathe out carbon dioxide. Plants

take in carbon dioxide and give off oxygen, when they are in the light. (In

darkness, plants reverse the process, but this complexity is purposely not

introduced in the unit).

WHAT IS THE NUTRIENT CYCLE?

The nutrient--decomposition cycle is the process whereby plants get nutrients

(food) from the soil, then die, decompose, and become themselves nutrients in the

soil for other plants. Animals eating plantt enter into the cycle as well. The

food chain is not introduced as such, but these lessons would serve as excellent

background for a later unit on food chains.

WHY DO WE STUDY CYCLES?

The idea of cycling is a central theme in the environment. All natural mater-

ials cycle through the environment - some very-ouickly (such as water), and

some very slowly (such as iron). All plants and animals, including man, are

part of a complex recycling system which depends on the sun for energy.

HOW DO PEOPLE AFFECT CYCLES?

Unfortunately, in recent years man has not been recycling the earth's resources

which he has been using in ever-increasing amounts. Cars are increasing

the carbon dioxide levels in the city where there are few plants to complete

the cycle by taking in the carbon dioxide and giving off oxygen. Minerals are

not being restored to the earth, nutrients are not being returned to the

soil, and non-decomposing materials are collecting in larger quantities on

the earth's surface each year. Obviously this cannot continue indefinitely.



APf THERE ANY POSITIVE S7EPS WE CAN TAKE?

Ac individuals, every student can make a personal contribution to the environ-
ment by not adding to the build-up of non-decomposing materials, and by help-
ing to recycle materills for continued use.

CpMCEPTUAL OVERVIEW OF UNIT

1. Introducing the word "cycle.
2. Water goes through a cycle.
3. Humans and animals take in oxygen and give off carbon dioxide.

4. Plants use carbon dioxide and give off oxygen in the presence of sunli ht
5. Plants take up nutrients from the soil as they grow.
6. When plants die they decompose and eventually become nutrients in

the soii.
7. Some materials decompose over a period of time and some do not.

8. Materials which will not decompose are building up in our environment

day by day.
9. Man is working against some of the ecological cycles and thereby

harming the environment.
10. Many paper products can be re-cycled instead of just thrown away after

they are used.
11. Many items that we often throw away (and which do not decompose) could

be recycled if everyone knew about how you do it and were willing to

help.



NOTESIO_THE TEACHER

The eleven lessons in this Pak are planned br _ one-per-day presentation, with

each lesson taking 1/2 to 1 hour. Doing the extra activities will somewhat increa e

the time needed for the unit, but it probably should not take less than 2 nor more
than 3 weeks.

This unit was wr tten with the intention that most of the necessary materials would
be packaged in a kit, ready for use. Should this kit not be available to you, ail
of the materials on the master materials list can either be ordered from the service
center (such as BTB or elodea) , purchased at a grocery or variety store (such as a

carrot or red food coloring), or are easily available (such as dirt or jars ) All

films and film strips listed are available from the film library at the E.R

Throughout the PROCEDURES section of each lesson, things that you are to say to the
students have been written in script type, and the directions and oth r instructions

have been written in regular type.

The lessons were designed while keeping in mind the following child's credo:

"When I hear, I forget.

When I see, 1 remember.

When I do, 1 understand."

As much as possible, the students ire given opportunities to observe and manipulate

materials in groups of two or three children. Although it takes more effort on the

part of the teacher to prepare tor this type of lesson, the students will be the

benefactors

The evaluative activities are not intended to be reading lessons. Please read them

aloud to any students who have difficulty with the words. You may want your students

to make ecology folders in which to keep all of their Pak activities.

You will need to _ art one project three to four weeks ahead of time - see page VI

for details.

A number of pages in this Pak are designed for use in machines that make ditto masters.

There are also several pages to be made into transparencies.

Since the unit focuses on recycling., the use and re-use of co mon household centainers

is suggested wherever you can use them in the experiments.

1 hope you and your students have as much fun working with this unit as I did putting

it together!



MASTER MATERIALS LIST FOR A IL SS OF TI RTY IV

The following items are in the kit and should be returned with it when you have
completed the unit:

15 hand magnifying glass s
Pictures of trees (not evergreen) in sumer, winter, fall and spring
Picture of: a garbage dump; a smoky city with air pollution evident
Copy of article "89 Things to Make Out of What You Wcfre Going to Throw Away"

Redbook, June 1973
A lamp (7W-15T.ny type; or get a socket with a plug on one end, screw a light

bulb into it and plug into an outlet)
Red food coloring 2 ice cube trays

Knife Sponge
Marking pencil for ov rhead projector Shallow dish (margarine tub would be fine
Large glass bowl or dome (such as a fish bowl ) Shallow pan (such as a cake pan

1 large clear container with a lid (such as a quart mayonnaise jar)
30 paper towels or filter papers(return remainder of box of filter papers
15 small jars with lids (baby food jars are good - will be re-used
15 clear plastic or glass containers larger than the jars
An egg beater
A piece of screen (approximately 12" x 12")
A piece of soft cloth (such as a dish owel)

A bowl (about 2 quart size)
Vano liquid starch
Some facial tissues (not wet-s reng i type) e urn remainder f box

1 cup measuring cup

1 can opener
Bromothymol blue (a chemical indicator (if not available made up into solution)

The following items are in the kit and will be replaced each time it is used:

30 styrofoam cups (will be used for 2 lessons)
45 straws
15 small plastic bags 75 paper cups

1 balloon
A small can of grapes
Some small nails
Blotter
A large plastic bag (trash bag siz

The next 2 items are too lar.e or e ishable to sut in the ki der the_a_ltalnItLt
when you or er the kit:

some elodea seaweed plants
about 5 lbs of sand (8 cups)
ready made bromothymol blue solution - 2 gallons

7



V

The following Items are not in the kit. You will need to gather these, or ask your

students to bring them to school, as they are needed:

Tagboard for charts and dittos (large and small pieces)
Paper-fastening brads
Overhead projector
Available freezer space for f eezing ice cubes
About 10 lbs. of garden dirt - get'this from a yard - do not use packaged soil
Apple (you will peel it and use the peel)
Some grass clippings
Paper candy bar wrapper
3 flip-top pop cans
1 tin can

Some dry (dead) leaves
Plastic bread wrapper
Fresh carrot with greenery still on top

Some old newspapers
A 1/2 or 1-gallon milk carton
An iron

You will find a short note at the end of the preceeding lesson to rem nd
you when it is time to bring these items.

Films and Fil strips for lessons:

Filmstrip - How Soil is Formed
Film - The Trouble with Trash
Filmstrip - Recycling: An Ecology Study

F lms and Fi mstri .s for sussested extra activ ties:

Film - Water and What it Does
Filmstrip - How Does Water get into the A

8



DO THIS F R$T - BEFORE YOU BEGIN TEACHING THE UNIT!

IMPORTANT PRE-UNIT PROJECT

VI

At least three weeks before you begin this unit, set up your "decomposition

bag." However, remember not to use this term "decomposition bag" with the
class, because it will prematurely give away the purpose of the lesson.

This project should he done with the class, but without saying what will be_
done with it later rriosity is a good mo ivator - let the studen s speculate!

Get a large p astic bag (the kind used for trash would be very satisfactory)

and put about a gallon of wet soil in it.

Add: A small can of grapes - count them as you put them in and note the

number.
Some pieces of styrofoam cup - count and note the number.
Several cups of dry leaves, crumbled up.
Some grass clippings,
Some nails - count and note the number.
Three flip-tops from a soft drink can (aluminum).

Mix all these ingredients well into the wet soil, so they are distributed through-

out the bag.

Tape the bag shut so
bag.

Mark the amounts of thinps inside and the date it was sealed on a card and

tape it to the bag.

airtight. Make sure no one opens it or tears the

Put the bag in an ou of- h ay place in the room.

Hang a sign on it entitled: WHAT'S GOING ON IN HERE?



Ason 1

CON, T: I ntroduci nq the word 'cycle.

HAIMALS: Overhead projector and marker.

Pictures of trees not evergreen) in sp

and fall.
A copy of seasons cyclu dit o For each child.

P ULNAE:

EVALUATIVE
XTIVITY:

miner, w nter

Write the word CIRCLE on the overhead projector with the

marker.

"What la thie WOP? W t 143

Write the word CYCLE directly beneath it.
J[ T h.c ict(:

Rub out the JR of circle and write in Y.
"The d cycle com,eo ft, Ldorei ncani_ng c

Draw a circle on the overhead projector and begin tracing

slowly around it.
"When thLn7C wzi.-,pcn 1 1 owqo rhcp oontlw
a partcu,..ar order ,Ave

theu .-)tarted trace circle

ap

"The four aeccionv happen Zi a cycle. I can name them

order?' fle a t make any differenc7e igzere Rou ntart? Wh

Write the seasons around the circle on the overhead projec

"What el:le harl 4 7, cJi101a (Possible answers: clock time,

months of year, days of week, phases of the moon, tides, insect

life cycle, etc. Discuss how these thinds happen in a circle

which repeats itself.)

Have seven children form a circle. Have each one name a day of

the week in order, continuing around several times. "This is

a c cLe."

Point to the seas nal cycle on the overhead. "Some treea go
through a ojcie of changes as the aeasons change in thef-

ycle. What doai a tree 1,00k 1.1Jw, in vinter7 spring? summer?

11?"

Show the pictures. Put them in order and tape them on the boa d

in a circle.

Give out seasons cycle dittos. Have the children label the four

sections with seasons in order, then nake a picture for each

season featuring a tree in the proper phase of its cycle.

"Can you "lot your finzgr8 do the waiki-ng" and waZk through

the cycl olis?"



1-2

SUGGESTED Why do we Gall a Cycle and a tricycle by those name-?

EXTRA
ACTIVITEES: Find out about the life cycle of a butterfly and draw the ste--

around in a circ1.

Pr tend y u are a leaf. Tell the story of a year in your life

as you go through the seasons.

-B solution and elodea plan s for Lesson
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Lesson 2

CONCE PT: Water goes through a cycle.

MATErtIAL Dry jars wi th lids (1 per team)
Styrofoam cups (1 per team) - (Save these cups & use tlierri

again -In Lesson 5)
Large 'clear pl astic or glass containers (1 Liar teaut)
About 180 smal 1 ice cubes (use trays that make small odes)
1 spong
Cold ard hot water.

PROCEOURT: ate:rday we learned about the word ayele tdAa can tell': It4 t,,hat
!t mect71s7" (Review yesterday 's lesson briefly .)

'Many thfrge our world go thraugi cyc
e oycle7v a- ain ana again. Today 4.7e
t one c:::),f hem."

Erase a section of the chalkboard. Gi ve a chi ld a et sponee
and ha ve him rnake a wet spot on the chalkboard . AsL another child -to
outli ne the we t area wi th chalk .

fhey go throuch
ncr t rind 0t

"Mut via happen to this vater if we it fw rniutCa "
Encouracie predictions. Avoid saying that's ri ght or hat's
wrong al low the students to speculate. )

While you Vi alt, divide the class into "scierce teams' of twe,
with a des le< fr each team to work on. (-Thee shoulti be carefull)'
matched pa -irs of students, not random choices, since they mut
be abl e to work together compatibly and on an equal , cooperative
basis_ )

"What happened to tho Where di-ci t flo?" (i nto tile air)
"What do w caLl this We iay the water EVAPORATES," Write the
word on the board. Aar: it doe.- this au tele*, where doei3 tAa
water evaporate Iran? (lakes, rivers , etc.

"Then what happens to Hold up a " aridfi f alY." 'Ira there
vater in tAtia air r1zt aw9 Can we see t7 Jloti.) can We prale
t ia there? ra there a zij to get the Laater back nt of tllo air

so we can eee it again?"

Distri bute glass jars, one per team. "Arc the jara w t cor 4ry?'
(dry) . "kliat wv2l happen if we put aone 1, aubea in them?"
(Encourage pre ctions. ) Fil l each jar vitt ice cubes ard pour -in

ce water. Put the l ids on. Wait and orseive, (Conden5ation
usual l y besin in 5 minutes -- by 10 minutes it is otite wisible,

"What ie h.appen g, Why are th.e gZa8e 9etn wt on the outa-idel
they tea?" Encourage someone to test another glass for leaking

at the sin k,) the water dorning ovcn th a top:9" (Not wi th the
l id on.)

"kere ia thia water coming from?" (the ai r) 'When unt POMO& oi

of the vr we ecrB it CONDENSES, "
"When it d400 this outside what do we oa I it?" (rain or ew)

13
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Tak_ a sponge that has been wrung out almost dry and give it U3
a student. Have him collect some of the water that has condensed
on each gi. s till the sponge is wet and then wipe it across the
board where we left the outline of chalk.

rW. axe mow back where we started. This water has gone
rele or cycie---from the boaxd to the air, fromi the ai

0, amd from the jiavs back to the board."
o the

Give each team a styrofoam cup and a large clear plastic conta n v.

Have one team member fill the cup with hot water from the sink.
(It should be very hot.)

"Nov put the large container ursjde down on top of the cup. klzat wi 11

happen? Can you make the wa_ go through its cyole? Witt it eup-
crate7 Wilt Ft condenee7 Can you prooe it? Can you make it
happen faster?" (Putting the ice on top will speed the process,
but even without it, water will evap6rate from the cup, condense on
top of the inverted container, and drip back into the cup again.
Stress that this is the same water that was in the cup.)

Distribute the water cycle ditto. Have the students fill in
the words on the cycle picture while discussing it as a group.
Have them trace through the cycle with their fingers on the papel,
They may then choose the correct words to complete the sentences.
(Do read these aloud to any students having difficulty with the
words.)

Set up the follow_ng: Take a dish of warm water, set it
in the center of a pan. and invert a large glass bowl over it.
Place it in a spot where it will,be fairly warm (a sunny windcm
is good.)

Ask the students to predict what will occur. (The water will

evaporate from the dish, condense on the bowl, and run down
into the pan. This will happen continuously and the set up may
be left out for a week or so to illustrate how water re-cycles
and that it is the same water going through the same cycle over
and over again.)

SUG4ESJED What would happen if the water cycle stopped re-cycling? What

VTR iY water stopped evaporating? What if water stopped condensing?

KTIVITIES:
How much of what you eat and drink has water in it? How did the

wmter get there?

Take a stopwatch and time how long it takes for water to concienSe
on the outside of a glass of ice water on a warn day; and on a wet

rainy one. Is there any ifference? Why?

1 4



Can you invent a cloud maker?

Put the same amount of water into a narrow glass and a flat dish.

Leae them both open to the air Which one will evaporate

Why.

What would happen if you added sone dirt to the dish of water under
the dome in the experiment set up at the end of this lesson?
Will the dirt evaporate and condense along with the water?

Find out how much water is on the'earth and in the skies right now.
Is this the same water that was here 100 years ago? 3J00 years ago?

Will this same water be cycling 1000 years from now? Think about

this. Discus it. (There are 326 million cubic miles of water on,
in and around the earth. Each cubic mile contains a million million
gallons of water! This and many more interesting facts about water
may be found in the World Book Encyclopedia, 1972 edition, Volume
21, pages 92+).

Show the filn stri "How Does Water Get into the Ai " (descrl es the

process of evaporat on.)

Show the film "Water and What it Wes". (shows evaporatie and

condensation.)
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A cycle is like a

circle

One example of a cycl is

houses

WATER CYCLE

word line

books seasons

. One thing that goes through a cycle is

water

W en water goes into the_air

condenses

glass color

evaporates melts

5. Wien water comes out of the air it

condenses evaporates melts

6. When water condenses in a clo-ud it may fall to earth as

wind

7. Water on the earth collects in

jars

rain dust

lakes glass

Make a picture of the water cycle:



3-1

LESSON 3

CONCEPT: Humans and animals take in oxy en and give off carbon dioxide.

MATERIALS: Bromothymol blue (BIB ) is a blue chemical indicator that reacts with
carbon dioxide in solution and turns green or yellow. A solution

of BTB and water is made with 1/4 teaspoon BTB to 1 cup water. You

will need about 2 gallons of B713 solution for this lesson- If you

call the service center in advance they may be able to send you the

ready-made solution. Note: If you are making your own BIB solution
and it comes out rather green in color to begin with, add a drop or
two of ammonia to correct the color to blue before using it in the
lesson.

Any type of container - (2 per team)

straws - (3 per team)
small plastic bags - (1 per team)

1 large clear container with lid
1 elodea seaweed plant
1 lamp (or any strong 24 hr. light source
1 balloon

PROCEDURE: ''erjone take a deep breath. Now iet it out. We do tJu-s manly times

a day without thinking about zt bzt as scienti ts lst take a closer

look at what happens."

'There are many gases in the air does anyone krow Wlii&2 gas we use

when ye breathe in?" Discuss astronauts, scuba divers, e c., must

carry oxygen in order to live out of the air.

"Nhat about anfmal,s?" Discuss shipping boxes for aninals - why do they

have holes in them?

"Nhat substance do we brea he o t when we exhale? - CA BON proximw

Write it on the board. Blow up a balloon. ire the "air" in herew

the same as the air in the room?"
Let air out of balloon.
Lan you see the carbon dioxide? It looks the same as regul

Let's do an experiment to see if we can observe a difference

between carbon dioxide and regular air using some water.

You will be chemis doing az experiment with a glemical."

Show glass of BIB solution. Discuss chemicals briefly and stress

using caution - no splashing, tasting, etc of this substance.

Show how BIB solution is made, using tap water.

Give each team of 2 the following:
2 containers of BIB solution
3 straws
I plastic bag.

"Something happens to BTY when carbon dioxide goes into

18



3-2

Ins ruct them to go through the following steps:
I. "Catch" some air in the plastic bag. (Do not blow into

it.) Close it at the end with your fingers.
2. Open your fingers a little and slip a straw into the cl sed

end without letting the air out (sone may need help with this)

Put the end of the straw into the BIB solution.
3. Squeeze the air into the solution in one glass.
4. Observe (no chancie).

5. Now blow through the straw into the other glass of solution
(each student can blow very gently and slowly so their breath

bubbles into the water. ) DO NOT SUCK UP THE BIB:

6. Observe (color change).

Discuss the experiment. "Are the air we erhale and the al.,r we have
in the room the same? Aat gas is in what we exhale?" (Carbon

dioxide -- actually what we exhale is about 115 carbon dioxide.,
"Is there much of that gas in our air?"
(Not enough to turn the water color).

e "What happens to all of the carbon dioxvde we exhale? Is st part

of a cycle like the water cycle?"

Fill a container with 6TB water. Blow a little carbon dioxide into
it until it just turns green (not too mu617-15-ut in several sprigs
of elodea seaweed and put on the lid. Place this under a lamp and
leave on all night (this is important, since the plant will use carbon
dioxide only in light).
What do you thimk will happen?
(Encourage predictions.)

(This may take several days to show a color change. If you want to
have a control for comparison, leave the elodea out of the control
container.)

_ -

Order your sand
for Lesson 5.

10

You will need tagboard
and paper fastening
brads for the next_
lesson.



Lesson

CONCEPT: Plants use Carb n dioxide and give off Oxygen.

MATERIALS: Elodea seaweed in BTB solution from previous lesson.
Blank chart.
2 dittos run off on ta-board for each child.

(Make ditto masters from pages 4 - 3 and 4 - 4 ditto
Brads (for putting the circles together).

PROCEDURE: "What's happenai to the BTB soZ.utio

EVALUATIVE
ACTIVITY:

4-1

(turned blue a ain)

"What does that mean has happened?" (Discuss - they should interpret

the color change to mean the carbon dioxide isn t there any more

"What do you thinA night hove happened to the carbon dioxide?
(Dlscuss possibilities. Hopefully someone will suggest that the plant

used it.)

Draw the followin- on a chart:

Cc-cr &oxde

),

"The plant u ed w.hat we eahale. 1"t was

"What do w

"Plan

o breathe in?" (oxygen) Fill in Ilord on the chart.

_xygen in the -ight."

"Observe the plant carefully. Can anyone find a mail- bubble by

the leaves of the plant? What do you think these bubbles are?"

(Since the plant was always in the light, any bubbles will be of

oxygen

Review the .concept on the chart, moving your hand in a circle.

'"This happens over and over, every day. We say it goes through a

9" (cycle). "We call it the oxygen-carbon dioxide cycle.

Give out the oxygen-carbon dioxide cycle dittos. Have the children

cut out the circles, cut away the sections as directed and put the

circles together with the brads. They should be able to tape or the

plant and the boy in the correct places on the circle to show the

flow of carbon dioxide from the boy to the plant and the flow of

oxygen from the plant to the boy.

2 0
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SUGGESTED
EXTRA What would happen if there were only animals on the ear h but no
ACTIVITIES: plants?

Why is it_helpful to plant trees and grass in a c ty? How much
oxygen will grass in a person's yard produce in a ytar? How much

oxygen will a tree produce?

Set up the following demonstration:

Invert a funnel over an elodea in a container of water. Fill a
test tube or slim glass with water and holding your thumb over
the end so none of the water will come out, turn it upside down
and place it underwater resting on the funnel. Place this in the
sunlight or under a lamp.

The bubbles of oxygen will gradually
rise from the plant and collect in
the top of the tube, displacing the
water.

Set up a "balanced aquarium" using aquatic snails and elodea. Guppies
may also be included. Ask: Why do we call this aquariun 'balanced"?
What living things in it give off carbon dioxide? What uses it. What

gives off oxygen? What uses it? Can you trace the cycle?

(Background information for teacher: See "The Unbalanced Aquarium"
in The American Biology Teacher, September, 1966.)

Order the fil
for Lesson 6.
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Remember to bring garden loam
and a carrot with the green
leaves still on it for the
next lesson!



The following 2 pages are designed to use in a

machine that makes ditto masters.

After the masters have been made, run copies of these

on tagboard or heavy construction paper,
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Fasten ths with a paper fastener
(at x) to the other wheel. Turn

with the handle and watch the words
move.

4 - 4

Ditto,

Color
Cut t
Paste

b y and the plant.
Ut .

on the other circle.
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LESSON 5

CONCEPT: Plants take up nutrients from the soil as they grow.

MATERIALS: Fresh carrot with green top still on.
Red food coloring
Container of water
Knife to cut off bottom tip of carrot.

First thing in the morning on the day of this lesson set this up:
Put a carrot with the tip cut off in a container of water to which you
have added red food coloring. Ask: What will happen? (Don't give
the answer! Within a few hours the red color will travel up the core
of-the carrot and become visible on the leaves.)

MATERIALS FOR THE REST OF THE LESSON:
Clean sand (rinse it if necessary - or else it won't make a good

contrast in the test)
Rich soil or loam (get this from a yard - do not use packaged soil)
Paper cups or styrofoam cups from lesson 2. Puncture some small holes

in the bottom of each cup so it will make a sieve (2 per team)
Paper cups or other containers (3 per team) (no holes in these)
Paper towels cut into squares or filter papers 2 per team)
Water

PROCEDURE: "What has happened to the carrot?" Discuss. Cut the carrot open

lengthwise to show the core. "Where is the root on this carrot

plant?" (The carrot itself is the root.) "what do plant roots do?

(Carry water up to the plant.

"What does a plant need in order to arow " (Ca bon dioxide. water, light

food).
What kind of "food" does a plant need? Does it "eat" as we do?"

"Row does a plant get its food?" (refer back to carrot)
"Where does this "food" come from when it's in the ground?"

"We call this soil food by a special name: NUTRIENTS."

(Write word on board.) "In order for the plant to uSe these nutrients
they must be dissolved in water so the roots can carry them up to the

plant."

Put out the container of sand and the container of loam.
"Phich 1do you think has more nutrients in it?" point to loam and sand)

Divide class into science teams of two as before, with a desk for each
team. If you do not have a water source in your room, fill several
containers with water and set them out.

"Today you will be soil analysts. These are pe pie who te t soil samptee
to find out what nutrients are in them. You wilt be filtering water
through both kinds of soil and collecting the water that goes through."

"Not all nutrients can be seen when they are washed out of the soil. B4kh
today we will measure the amount of nutrients in pour soil sample b tha
way the water looks when it has filtered through.'
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EVALUATIVE
ACTIVITY:

SUGGESTED
EXTRA

ACTIVITIES:

Gi e each team the following:
2 cups with holes punched in the bottom sieve-cu s
3 plain cups (no holes)
2 paper towel squares or paper filters
1 pencil
Task Card with directions for procedure (see ditto-5)

1707.40

i'ArTiczt

the diect ions on .your oard, one step

y_ttobs- Di scuss

at a time."

,;ampLe contoinsd 1no2e nutrien a, as measured by he

waber loo)cs cfter t has filtered through? Which wouid be
grow a plant in sand or loam?"

"Wilat tdould happen poured
(All of the nutrients would be

er
-hed ou

ough samp

"llot tjould nutrients ever get baci into soil once they tere
What J a Zot o pZarzt. grew and used up all the nutrients
soi d plants groo in it then?"

5-2

"ArkiLo -9(qmpLe of filtered water would be ,best togtopt
(This night make an interesting individual project for some

"Cotild e do anything to hell, make acenpie A better for
Do yo or vow, fxmilp eoer enrich youT soil? How? Wha

l4 ors?' (Have soneone find this out and tell the clas

Have the students conipiete the di "Plants Need Nut ien
11

es?"

_?"

students).

p2aTta
in jerti-

Make a leaf rubbing for art - notice the veins in the leaf.

Start tvo seeds. After they are a few inches high, put one in the
filtered sand water and the other in the filtered loam water frail
this lesson, What will happen?

What will happen if we put the two filtered water samples in shallow
dishes and allow them to evaporate? What is the residue left in the

dish? Which dish has more residue?

"CrL rZart groW zitoi 4 soil?" (Yes, elodea ) "What about a plaNt

from yokr oun garden - coul'd it grov without soil?"

Get the chemicals for "soil-less plant growth" (Hydroponic Gardening)

from the service center. Try growing some plants in this chenical

solution, Are these the same as the "nutrients" we have learned
about?
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TASK CARD FOR LLSSON 'IVE

Make su e you have the following:

Follow

2 sieve-cups with holes in the bo tom
3 plain cups
2 paper filters
a pencil

hese directions carefullyj_one stfIL at a time:

5-Ditto

Put the filters inside the bottoms of the sieve cups so that nothing can get
under them.

2. Put some Eand in one sieve-cup and some dirt in the other one.

3. Label the sand A and the dirt B.

4. Label one plain cup A and another plain cup B.

5. Get some water in the third plain cup.

6. Hold sieve A:over cup A and slowly pour the water through the sand
so it drips through into the plain cup below.

7. Get some more water in the third plain cup.

Hold sieve 5 over cup B and slowly pour the water through the dirt so
it drips into the cup below.

9. What do you observe? Write your observations below:
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L A N TS
5-Ditto

FINISH DRAWING THE PLANT. IT CAN BE ANY KIND OF PLANT YOU WISH.

SHOW THE ROOTS UNDER THE SOIL. MAKE ARROWS SHOWING HOW THE

NUTRIENTS ARE CARRIED INTO THE PLANT.

READ EACH WORD ON THE WORD LIST. THEN COMPLETE EACH SENTENCE BY

PUTTING THE RIGHT WORD IN THE BLANK.

CARRY FOOD UP TO THE PLANT.

A PLANT GETS FOOD FROM OUT OF THE

THE FooDS THAT PLANTS GET FROM THE SOIL ARE
CALLED

4. THE NUTRIENTS TRAVEL THE STEM OF THE

PLANT .

5. PLANTS WILL GROW BETTER IN SOIL WITH

NUTRIENTS.

2 8

DOWN

ROOTS

NUTRIENTS

SOIL

FLOWERS



Ler;soll 6_

CONCEPT: When plants die they decompose and eventually become nu rients
in the soil.

MATERIALS: Filmstrip "How Soil is Formed."
Blank tagboard chart.

PROCEDURE: "What did we find out about soli yesterday? How do you think nu
gat into the oo ii in the firct place?" (Someone may mention fer

"Does anyone fer t the soil out in the forest?"

"Wh re do all the leaves go
Do they blow away? Disappea

ients
lizer

he fall after they drop off the ee 9

Show the filmstrip "How Soil is Formed." Spend some extra time
on the frames depicting the decay of leaves into soil. If this lesson
is taught between December and April, you may be able to take the class
on a walk and find a pile of dead leaves. Dig down into it and find

the layers discussed in the filmstrip. Perhaps someone may have a
compost pile that the class could examine if no piles of leaves are avail-
able.

"What happens to plants when they die?" (they decay, or rot.)
"We say they DECOMPOSE." (write word on board). "If you COMPOSE a

8ong you put it together -- DECOMPOSE means just the opposite --
to take apart."

"Small organs ms or bacteria help things to decompose. _What things

have you seen decomposing?" (Discuss rotten fruit, moldy bread, etc. --
whatever the students might mention).

"Often people do t like to have things decompose. It means, if it

o food, that we can no longer eat it. Also, things that are decompos ng

often smell bad. Does anone know why?" (the bacteria that help
things decompose give off a gas as they work, and this is what you

smell).

'Imagine for a minute what would happen if things did not decompose."
(Discuss the problems it would create.)

",glut it is an 'zmportant part of a cycle that plants decompose when .

they die. When plants die and decay the nutrients that the plants
took out of the soil are put back into the soil to be used again and
again. This is another cycle." Draw on board or chart:

2 9
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EVALUATIVE
ACTIVITY:

SUGGESTED
EXTRA
ACTIVITIES:

6-2

We call this the nutrient c cle. Without this cycle, all the

nutrients in the soif would soon be conpletely used up and no

more plants could grow.

Have the students complete the ditto on the next page.

Take a walk in the woods. Look for evidences of decomposition.

Fill 2 small containers with equal amounts of good soil. Mark where

the soil level is on the container. Grow a plant in each one. When

the plants are 6-8 inches high, do this:

Uproot both plants.
Discard one plant.
Cut the other one, roots and all, up into tiny pieces and

bury them in the soil of one container. Plant a new

plant in each container.

Repeat this once or twice until it becomes noticeable that the soil
level of one container is higher than the other. Why? Discuss.

Dig up a piece of soil with plants or grass growing in it. Put it

on a piece of paper and carefully take it apart. Examine it care-

fully. What do you see?

Get the LaMotte Soil Test Kit at the service center and have the
students test various soil samples for their acidity. Find out

what kind of soil is best for certain plants.

Order the film for
Lesson 8.

3 0
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Remember to bring some
old newspapers for the
next lesson!



NUTR ENT CYCLE

When plants die they

compose decompose

2. Dead leaves may slowly become

water levels oxygen

When things decompose they often

smell badmake noise

disappear

soil nutrients

get larger

The bacteria working to help things decompose give off a

gas

When plants decompose they put

nutrients

color noise

back into the soil

color water

Explain jn your own words how plants help make soil:
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Lesson

CONCEPT: Some mate ials decompose over a period of time and some do not.

MATERIALS: Newspapers
Hand magnifying glasses (1 for every 2 s
Bag of soil containing materials placed in it a month ago.

Cup_for scooning soil.
Soil sample study sheet.

PROCEDURE: Bring out the bag of soil from wherever you stored it. "Who

remembers what we put in here? Recall materials, and numbers of

them. Write them on the board. How long have they been in there?"

"What do you think has happened during that time?" (Hopefully

sJmeone will suggest that some of the things may have decomposed).

"Do you think you will be able to see them? Will they have dis-

appeared? Will all the things have decomposed?"

Divide class into science teams of 2, each with a desk to work on.

Cover the desks with newspaper and give each team a magnifying

glass. Have a student open the bag. Note if there is any odor.

Give each team some of the dirt (about 1 cup each) until it is

all distributed.

"Today you will be soil technicians. These are people who examine

soil samples to find out what they are made of. You will be dos g

one of the things soil technicians do."

"Observe your sample carefully. Write down what you find-"

Give out the soil sample study sheets. After they have finished,

tally up the numbers of items found. Compare with the original list.

"Did we lose anything? What? Why? "

"What had decomposed? How could you tell?"

"What had not decomposed? Why not?"

"Which things are part of the nutrient cycle?
What will become of these things?" (they will be used by plants as

nutrients -- even the rusting nail, since iron is a necessary trace

element).

"What about the other things?" (they will remain -- they will not

decompose)

SUGGESTED
EXTRA What would happen if nothing ever decomposed? Look ahead to the future -

ACTIVITIES: what would it be like?
Collect some materials from your environment and do an original

piece of art that shows how time changes your environment.

Remember to bring the items for
the evaluative activity on the
next lesson see page 8-1
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LESSON 8

CONCEPT: Materials which will not decompose ara building up in our environment
day by day.

MATERIALS: Film - "The Trouble with Trash" (This film may be too long to hold
attention throughout - the scenes of nountains of garbage at the
beginning will serve well as a discussion springboard without seeing
all of the possible solutions given in the remainder of the film.)

PROCEDURE: "How many things did you throw away yeuterday? At home? At school?

Other places'?" Discuss. (You may want each student to make a list

"How much garbage do you think an average American throws away each

day?" Encourage speculation. (Answer is over 5 lbs. a day).

"How much in a year?" (Multiply 5 x 365 -- answer is 1825 lbs. or

nearly a ton).

"What happens to these things after uou throw them away

"Then what?" (Encourage ideas as far as possible).

Show film "Trouble with Trash".
Discuss the film..

EVALUATIVE
ACTIVITY:

"What are some of the problem,- we have with trash"
"What are some ways to solve these problems?"

Put these or similar items out on a table where all can see them.

Apple peel
Glass bottle
Plastic bread wrapper
Paper candy bar wrapper
Flip-top pop can (this is aluminum and will not rust)

Tin can (this is actually made of steel and will rust)

Take a piece of paper. On one side list the things that should

decompose over a period of time!.

On the other side, list the things that will probably still be

around when you (the students in the class) are 50 years old.

SUGGESTED
EXTRA Ask: What would happen if we tried to burn any of these items?

ACTIVITIES: Try burning a bit of the plastic bag in a metal pan. Note

the acrid smell. Should we burn a lot of plastic? What

problem do we have then? (Air pollution).

Take a "class walk" around the school grounds. How many throw-aways

can you find?

"Adopt" an area of the school grounds. Keep it clean and free from

litter.

Paint a garbage can with an an i-litter message and install it on

the school grounds where it wi 1 be used. (Maintenance may be able

to provide old paint cans to use as garbage cans.
f 3 4



Discuss this with the class.

Official Mvice. . . .

FIVE WAYS YOU
CAN HELP EASE THE

TRASH BUILD-UP

For the rçcycling conscious"
citizen, die Environmental Protec-
tion Agency offers these tips:

Put as little as possible into
the trash can, Separate all

newspapers, magazines, glass con-
tainers and aluminum cans. These
are valuable materials that can he
economically recycled if taken to
a collection center. They also are
the ones most easily lost to resource
recovery if they get mixed up with
the other garbage.

2
Buy food in large packages
with minimal decorative wrap-

pings. Avoid aerosol cans, which
cost more to manufacture and arc
not as easily recycled, when the
same product can be purchased in
simpler containers,

Find new uses for old pack-
ges Class jars and plastic con-

tainers can be used again as storage
for food, nails, other materials.

A Do not throw trash out of car
T windows. It costs an extra 25
cents per item to pick up and dis-
pose of each bit of litter tossed
along the road.

Crush your tTash as much as
%J. possible before putting it out
for collection. This cuts down on
storage space, collettion costs.
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Lesson 9

CONCEPT: Man is working against some of the ecological cycles and thereby
harming the environment.

MATERIALS: 3 charts taped up (or drawings on the board) of the 3 cycles stud ed,
unlabeled.
Container of water; sink.
Picture of a garbage dump.
Transparencies of water and c ty.
Picture of an industrial city with air pollution.

PROCEDURE: Show the diagrams of the cycles.
"w on can name thesu three cycles on the bo _d?"

Have students label them
WATER CYCLE
OXYGEN-CARBON DIOXIDE CYCLE
NUTRIENT CYCLE

Review each one briefly.

"Somettmes we work against these cycles and keep them from go-7-v
avound as they would naturally."

Take a container and fill it with water. Now pour it down the

sink: "Where does the water go?" (If you don't have a sink in your
room, use the nearest drinking fountain.)

Show the water transparency. Discuss where it goes.

"How long will it be before it can evaporate and condense as rain and
we can use it again?

"How much water do you think your family uses in a day? (about 600

gallons for an average family of 4, counting bathing, washing clothes
and dishes, drinking, cooking, etc.)

"Do we waste wate- H w? Will it re-cycle eventually?" Yes, but

in the meantime, while we wait, we have a reduced water supply).

"What can we do to conserve water?"

Show the city transparency and pass around pictu e of an industrial

city.

"What is happening to the carbon dioxide-oxygen cycle here?
What do the cars give off? (carbon dioxide) The factories? The

people? The tree? What is there too much of?" carbon dioxide

Vhat is there not enough of?" (Oxygen

"What would improve the situation?" (Discuss fewer cars, riding
bicycles, industries stopping air pollution, planting more trees

and grass, fewer people, etc.)



Show a picture of a garbage dump with lots of cans and bottles.
"Will a plant grow here?"
"Are there many nutrients here?" (City trash is made up of about
50% paper, 25% metal, glass and plastic, and 25% organic materials
which decompose easily, such as food wastes).

"Are all these things going to decompose and add to
"What is happening to the nutrient cycle?"
"What can you do to help?"_
(Discuss composting, recycling, glass, cans paper, not using
returnable containers, littering, re-using things, etc.

EVALUATIVE
ACTIVITY: Have the students do the ditto 'Tcolggical Cycles_".

They are to label the three cycles correctly and fill in the approp-
riate words on the blanks.

SUGGESTED
EXTRA
ACTIVITIES: You must build a space station that will be self-supporting and

will recycle all materials. How will you do it?

Look at everything in your house. Where did the materials come
from? What will become of them when you are through using them?
Could any of them be recycled? How?

Make a diorama or display featuring one of the cycles you have
studied. (For example, the water cycle could be depicted in a shoe-
box diorama showing a lake, cloudy skies, and rain falling - tinsel
works well as pretend rain.) Show your display to the class and
explain the steps in the cycle.

What may happen in the future to our earth if no one recycles any-
thing? Think of as many possible outcomes as you can. (Example:

we may run out of trees.

Order the flmstr1p
for Lesson 11.

_
Remember to bring a large milk
carton and an iron for the
next lesson, plus the materials
for the evaluative activity
(see page 10-2)
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ECOLOGICAL CY.CLES_

DIRECTIONS: Put the correct cycle under the proper picture.
OXYGEN-CARBON DIOXIDE CYCLE
WATER CYCLE
NUTRIENT CYCLE

9-Ditto

Some of the following things would be good conservation practices and would tend to
follow the natural cycle. Others are not good conservation practices and would tend
to work against the natural cycle. Write "good" or "not good" in front of each state-
ment.

leaving the water faucet running.

turning dead leaves into the soil.

leaving a car engine running all day.

throwing away all your bottles and cans.

riding a bicycle instead of driving a car.

lanting trees in the city.

using cans and bottles over and over again.

burning dead leaves.

using only as much water as you really need.

cutting down all the trees in a city park.

letting a factory burn things that make a lot of smoke.

using paper bags over, and over again instead of

throwing them away.
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Lesson 10

CONCEPT: Many paper products can _be re-cyCled instead of just thrown
away after they are used.

MATERIALS: A cut-out section of 1/2 gallon or gallon milk carton, open on
both ends:

cuv

Facial tissues (not "wet streng h kind")
Liquid starch (such as Vano)
An egg beater, am iron,_blotter paper.
(construction paper will work, but it takes longe
A piece of screen larger than the top of _the pan.
A flat pan. Cake pan from Lesson 2 is fine.
A piece of soft cloth (such as a dish towel).
A bowl.

PROCEDURE: Hold up an old newspaper and a box of facial tissue.
"What happens to these after we are done with them?"
(thrown away).

"What else could we do with them 11 (Hopefully someone will suggest

re-cycling).

"We have learned what CYCLE means, and we have heard the word
re-cycle, but what does it mean to RE-CYCE?"

"When we put re in front of a word it means aRa-.1n. What does reheat

mean? Re-read? Rebuild? Remarry?"

"And what does re-cycle mean?" (get definitions from students).

"Today we are going to re-cycle some fame tissue into pape

Set up the following where all can see:

For a section of 1 gallon milk carton use the following recipe:
5 facial tissues (not "wet strength kind" - they are hard to break

down).
4 tablespoons of starch (approximately)

5 cups of water (approximately)

(1/2 gal. section Ines 2 tissues, 2 tablespoons of starch and 3 cups

of water).
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EVALUATIVE

ACTIVITY:

10-2

Place the screen on the pan and the carton on the screen.

Have a student tear the tissues into bits. Put them into the
bowl of water with the starch. Beat well with an egg beater till
it is very pulpy and fibrous.

Pour the contents through the carton seCtion-(Which acts as a collar)
and the screen, into the pan. The fibers will collect on the screen.

Remove,the milk carton section.
Press a blotter against the fibers, till no more liquid runs into
the pan.

Carefully lift the screen, with the fibers, off the pan. Place on

a cloth.

Put a blotter on top of the fibers and press gently with a medium
hot iron until fibers are dry enough to peel off screen.

°After you, have peeled the paper off, continue ironing it until it is
quite dry.

"This is a piece of 100% re-cycled paper. Perhaps each s udent would
like to write his or her initials on it.

Show the overhead of paper re-cycling.
"Many people work to help re-cycle paper. For every ton of paper we

re-cycle we save 17 trees. What jobs would need to be done to

re-cycle this paper Refer to overhead and discuss.

Divide up the class into small groups. Give each group paper, pencils,
and one of the following articles.

grocery bag Christmas cards
shoe box .newspaper
magazine lunch sack
gift-wrap paper milk carton

"Even before paper is sent to be recycled into more paper, there are
many ways to re-use it. How many ways can you list to re-use these
paper products? Be creative! Use your imagination!"

Allow about 10 minutes, then have the groups share their ideas. (Some
of the ideas might make fun art activities for later!)

SUGGESTED Develop an "environmental crisis" bulletin board by having students
EXTRA bring in headlines, pictures, etc on the theme of waste-disposal and
ACTIVITIES: litter problems.

Draw radiating rays from the headlines in the center out to titles o
jobs which are related to the environment.

4.4
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How many ways can you think of to re-use coat hangers ooffee cans,
plastic bleach bottles, glass jars, plastic and metal lids? Who

can make the longest list?

Actually make some items out of used things. See the article in
Redbook,June 1973, "89 Things to Make Out of What you were Going to
WrTarTAWay" by Kay Sullivan.

Some students may want to find out about tree farms and reforestation
programsl.and make a report to the cless.

Start a paper re-cycling campaign at your school. Set up regular

times for students to bring in paper. Arrange for transportation

to get the paper to a re-cycling point. Make posters and_flyers

to advertise what is happening. Get everyone involved! (See page

11-5 for a list of places which accept paper for recycling.)

Arrange a field trip to a paper mill if there is one in your area.

Find out how paper to be recycled is used in the manufacturing of

new paper.

4 5
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PAPER
FACTORY

PAPER PRODUCTS
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CONCEPT: Many items that we o
could be re-cycled i
willing to help.

MATERIALS: Film Strip "Re-cycling: An Ecology Study".

PROCEDURE: "What other things can be re-cycled besides paper?" cans, glas

Show filmstrip - "Re-cycling: an Ecology Study"

"Where can a person take things to be re-cycled around this area?
How can we find out about these places? Are there rules about

what kinds of thimgs they will accept?"

"Is it convenient to take each can, bottle or paper to the place
one at a time? What would be better?" Suggest that a box for keeping
things to be re-cycled until time to take them to a drop-off
place might be helpful, as well as providing the re-use of a box.

"How could you set it up if you had several boxe 9" (One box for

glass, one for cans, one for paper).

"Does your family re-cycle things? Would they? Do you think other

people in your community would?"

"Often people would be willing to re-cycle things but
2) they don't have any organized way of saving their things and
) they don't know where to leave them for re-cyCling."

"Let s help them out. We can design re-cycle collection boxes and
list close-by drop-off points for glass, paper, and cans. People can
keep these boxes and fill them up with things to re-cycle, empty
them at the proper place when they're full, and bring the boxes
back to fill again and again. We can try to r.onvince people that re-

cycling is a good way to protect our future environment."

Divide the class into three groups: one for glass, one for cans,

and one for paper.
Each group will be responsible for:

I. gathering 30 sturdy boxes to use as collection boxes.

2. decorating them if they wish.
3. labeling them with eye-catching labels - such as:

Lesson II

en throw away (and wh)ch do not decompose
everyone knew about how you do it and were

4. finding out where nearby drop-off points for these
materials are located.

5. pasting a paper to each box listing:
convenient places for pick up of this material,

any rules and limitations (i.e., clear glass only,

no magazines, or aluminum only, etc.
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6. preparing a 2-minute radio commercial to "sell" people
on the idea of re-cycling -- be creative:

(You may be able to find a local radio station that is
willing to broadcast one of these --- call around and
ask --- poss_ibly KOIJN in the Highline School District
The number is 243-8803.)

7. thinking of other ways to advertise recycling as,.a vital
. conservation effort to protect earth's future and convince

people that they must help.
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RECYCLING INFORMATION

This information was compiled by a 7th grade
Camp Fire Girls group, "Taal_ Da Kanya", from
Pacific Junior High School, Mrs. John Benedict,
Advisor, TR 8-7569, and under the further
assistance of Cliff Maudslien, Mighline Public

Schools, 433-2453,

TRE DAILY REFUSE LOAD OF YOUR FAMILY IS
OVER 6 POUNDS!

HELP LIGHTEN THE LOAD BY RECYCLING!

G ERAL RECYCLING STATIONS

Burien
Rob's Texaco - 136th & Ambaum Rd., 246-1535
Buys - All recyclable beer bottles - 400 case

Aluminum cans - 100 a pound
Newspapers - 40 for 10 lbs., $8.00 a ton

Hours open - 10:00-6:00 Mon.-Sat., 10:00-5:00 Sun.

Dps MoJnes and White Cen er CH 4-2233)
Northwest Reclamation Co.,- S. 223rd & Marine

View Drive, TR 8-2431
Buys - All recyclable beer bottles - 400 case

Aluminum cans - 100 pound.
Newspapers 40 for 10 lbs., $8.00 a ton

Will accept all glass food containers - no pay.
Hours open - 10:00-6:00 Monday-Saturday

They donate 10% of their proceeds to Children's
Orthopedic Hospital.

Seattle
South Transfer Station, 2nd Ave. So. & .So. Kenyon St.
Will accept all glass food containers nowindow
glass), newsprint and metal. No pay. open 24 hours
a day. Closed only from 5:00 p.m...on Saturday to
9:00 a.m. on Sunday. This station is run by the
City of Seattle. It has an unlisted phone number.
For further informativn call Seattle Solid Waste,
583-2780.

Miciway
Caspade Recycling, 23_ 8 Pacific Highway So.

Rainier, Olympia and Lucky - 400 case
Heidelberg, Reinlander and Blitz - 250 case
Also, aluminum cans - 10 for 2 cans
Open Monday-Friday00:00-7:000 Saturday_and
Sunday 9:00-6:00. Call for group rates
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GLASS

General Instructions: Glass should be clean,
sorted as to color (white, brown, or green) and
lids and metal rings should be removed. No
window glass please!

Northwestern Glass, 5801 E. Marginal Way, RO 2-0660.
Recycles any beverage glass 10 a pound. Open
Tues. & Thurs., 9:00-2:00, Sat. 8:00-4:30.

Rainier Brewing Co., 3100 Airport Way So., MA 2-2600.
Recycles Rainier beer bottles, 500 per case. Open
9:00-6:00 Monday-Friday. Also buys aluminum cans
100 a pound.

Glaser Bevera-re, 2300 26-th So., EA 5-2932. Will
recycle all hinds of glass or glass containers.
Pays 10 per pound. Open Monday, Wednesday and
Friday 10:00-2:00.

GLASS_FOR noy_scouTs

The follow' g places are collecting glass for
Boy Scouts. They accept all glass containers
and are open any time. For further information
call PA 5-5200.

A & P, Rainier So. & Empire Way So.
Govmart Bazaar, 501 S. W. 148th
Thrifty Drugs, So. 120th & Des Moines Way So.
Westwood Villaga, 2500 S. W. Barton St.

RECYCLING FOR RAINBOW

Herb & Leona Miller, 2051 So. 223rd, Des Moines,
TA 4-2308. Will accept all glaas containers (no
medicine bottles). Also newspapers and old
telephone books.

The average person uses 1 bottle per
day. The average family of four uses
an excess of 1,600 bottles yearly. Do
you throw yours away? Why?

OIL IS YUCRY!

Crank case oil causes pollution when it is poured
into sewers or is burned. The following service
stations will accept used crank case oil for a fee
of 250 for 2 gallons and 100 per gallon for addi-
tional amounts.

Chevron - 2555 15th Ave. W.
Dale Yust - 2437 California S. W.
Enco - 9255 16th Ave. S. W.
Rocket - 6217 Rainier Ave. So.

The oil is re-refined at Superior Refineries Inc.

Woodinv lle.
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PAPER

General Instructions: Paper
magazines or slick paper. Pr
tied in I foot bundles.

ld not include
ably have paper

Independent Faper.S.tock Co., 66 S. Hanford,
MA 3-3228. Takes many grades of paper - prices
vary as to grade. 500 pound minimum for low-
grade paper. Open Monday-Friday 8:00-3:30.

Wash. Exceisi r Co., 531 So. Portland St.
Seattle, RO 7-4388. Newsprint only. Tie in
30 lb. bundles. Pay 49.00 per ton. Open
Monday-Friday 8:00-5:00, Saturday 9-00-12-00.

(Hard to find - call for directions

iligh1int_IEEEttma2n02, 11220 26th S. W. CH 4-725 .

Newsprint-only.- Call for-pickup. -No pay.

Mormon_Church (church of the Latter Day Saints),
S. W. 142nd & Ambaum Blvd, S. V. Leave newsprint
only at home of Mr. Sims, 14606 18th S. W.,
CH 4-3339 or by garage at 13717 6th Ave. S. W.
Proceeds used for needy church members. Call
CH 2-3405 or CH 0-9979 for information.

Old magazines are needed at old folks homes.
Following are some that want them. They prefer
ones with bright pictures.

Olympia Crest, 21428 Pacific Highway So.,
TR 8-2042. Open 8:00-4:00

Seatoma Convalescent Center, 2604 S. 224th,
Kent, TA 4-0600. Open 11:00-3:00.

Federal Way Convalescent, 1045 So. 308th
Federal Way, VE 9.2400. Open anytime.

RECYCLE C OTHES

Take useabit. clo hes to the Highline PTSA Clothing
depot, a small portableAirectly behind the Highline
School District's former Administration building at
253 So. 152nd, Monday 9:00-12:00 and Thursday 9:00-
2:00. Call Mary Delehoy, TR 6-8056 or Bea Lemmel
(Highline Association of Educational Secretaries
Welfare Committee) 433-2523. These clothes will be

redistributed in the Highline area. Thanx!

VALUE VILLAGE

The Value Village at 16033 lst Ave. So. needs your
extra paper bags and coat hangers. Also' needs do-

nations of clothes, furniture, household items, etc.
Proceeds go to the Northwest Center for the Retarded.
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METALS

General Ins ons: Cans should be cleaned,

labels removec ends removed and cans flattened.

American Can Co., 2601 Elliott Ave MA 3-8100.
Buys all types of food containers steel, aluminum

and combinations Open 8:00-4:30 Mon.-Fri.

pisc_ad,e Re9fcjinE, 23898 Pacific Highway So.
Buys aluminum cans, 10 for 2 cans.

km.g_piEiIillakulli_IEL., 2415 Airport Way So.,
622-3630. Buys aluminum cans - 100 per pound. Open

10:00-2:00 Monday-Friday.

Pacific Iron & Metal, 2 30 4th Ave. So., MA 3-7236.
Buys all non- errous metals (no iron). Takes brass

aluminum, copper, lead and zinc. Open 8:00-4:30

Monday-Friday, 7:00-12:00 Saturday.

Puget Sound Salvage, 2960 4th Ave. So., MA 2-0359.
Buys copper, lead, zinc and brass. Open 8:00-5:00

Monday-Friday, 8:00-12:00 Saturday.

Ra_inier Brewing Co., 3100 Airport Way So. , MA 2-2600.
Buys aluminum cans - 100 per pound. Open 9:00-6:00

Monday-Friday.

ELY.Ui1iLkLinaii2E_LP.aa, 923 So. BaYview,
622-0433. Buys aluminum cans - 100 per pound.

Open 9:00-4:30 Tuesday-Saturday.

Sid Eland, Inc., 1022 E. Marginal Way So., RO 2-2211.
Buys aluminum cans - 100 per pound. Open 1:00-5:00

Monday-Friday.

Sternoff- Metals Se _tle Plant, 7201 E.
Marginal Way So., 110 100. Buys all non-

ferrous metals (no iron or eel). Open

8:00-4:30 Monday-Friday.

Sterno'f Metals - Renton Plai 7430 So. 180th,

6-7400. Buys iron and s eel. Takes old

car bodies: remove gas tank, seats, floormats,

and tires. Must have clear title. Pays between

$8,00 and $15.00 according to weight.

Prices on all metals but aluminum
vary as to type and grade. Call

for prices.

NFIGHBO IN NEED

While recycling don't forget Neighbors in Need.

Many items including food, clothing, furniture,

bedding and toys are needed - especially for

babies and small children. For further infor-

mation call Helen Gilmore at TR 8-8406.

Des Moines Food Bank at Des Moines United

Methodist Church, 22225 9th So., TR 8-8301.

Glendale Lutheran Church, 13455 2nd S. W.,

CH 4-9400.
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